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Implementation of Middleware
Switch ASIC Processor
Vladimir Petrovic, Marko Ilic, Gunter Schoof, and Sergio Montenegro
1
Abstract — The new spacecraft area network (SCAN)
system for internal satellite communication provides data
transfer between different satellite components. The satellite
components have their own communication protocols, which
are translated by middleware (MW) switch processor into a
universal middleware protocol, understandable for the
satellite operating system. The MW switch processor is the
main part of a new proposed approach. Instead of current
board computer based systems, the new data transfer
approach based on network provides a more reliable
solution. The processor is fabricated in the 250 nm IHP
technology. This paper introduces a description of MW
switch architecture, a comparison between possible
architecture approaches and the characteristics of the
implemented MW Switch processor.
Keywords — Architecture, ASIC, communication
switching, middleware, reliability, satellite communication.

I. INTRODUCTION
N the development process of a new satellite system,
designers are facing complex problems. The first
problem is the long development time of an avionics
system and the huge costs because of the long time
required for defining a new interface specification. The
second important problem is the development of very
expensive board computers. All devices in a satellite are
connected to the board computer and for every new system
it is required to define a new device configuration and
redesign the board computer. The way of solving these
problems was the implementation of a SCAN network [1],
[3]. The central part of the whole SCAN system is the MW
switch processor presented in this paper.
Spacecraft Area Network (SCAN) approach is based on
a message distribution protocol defined by an
interconnection link. The message distribution system is
based on a publisher/subscriber model where each
message has its own message topic identifier (TID). The
switch controller is routing the received message to all
subscribers which are related to the received TID. In the
represented ASIC implementation of MW switch
processor there are two types of serial interfaces [1] – S3P
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(Simple Synchronous Serial Protocol) and UART
(Universal Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter).
Publishers (sensors, computing nodes) provide
messages, which are public under a given topic.
Subscribers (memories, actuators, computing nodes),
configured to receive the messages from the defined topic,
can receive all published messages (Fig. 1).
This system, based on the topic share between providers
and consumers, provides an interconnect service. Services
will be published as topics, regardless of whether they are
produced by software tasks or by hardware devices.
Therefore, the SCAN network can attach and use COTS
[7] (Commercial off the Shelf) devices (with their own
protocols) although they are not space verified. The
network provides required interfaces and protocol
converters. The COTS devices receive and send their own
messages, and then the protocol converters translate them
into our internal “universal language”. The network
performs all required transformations in order to make the
message transfer transparent. In this respect, the SCAN
based system can integrate COTS components and provide
a reliable architecture.

Fig. 1. MW switch processor integrated in the satellite
system.
In Fig. 1 is presented the SCAN network. As we can
see, the heart of the SCAN is the MW Switch processor,
which performs all reliable actions.
The MW switch processor is implemented in a standard
IHP 250 nm process [6] where the processor production
funding is initialized from DLR [11]. Further development
will be based on the radiation hard IHP 250 nm process
using a fault tolerant technique, also provided from IHP
[2], [5].
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o the
This paperr provides thee architecture description of
ASIC MW sw
witch, differeent architecturral approaches and
the results off the MW swittch processor implementatiion as
well as measuurements.
II. MIDDLEWARE SWITCH ARCH
HITECTURE
As the MW
W switch proccessor is the main
m
componeent of
the SCAN system,
s
it neeeds to fulfilll three impoortant
architectural requirements. The first reequirement is high
reliability - if the MW prrocessor is noot functioningg, the
AN system iss not usable. In
I order to proovide
complete SCA
reliable usagge of a SCAN
S
system
m in the space
environment, it is necesssary to apply a new design
d
m architecturee and
concept. It iss independent of the system
used togetherr with radiatiion hardened technologies. The
ASIC design concept, pressented in [5], provides
p
a traadeoff
between prodduction costs and
a high systeem reliability.
The seconnd importantt architecturaal requiremennt is
scalability – fast and unccomplicated changes of active
a
d
port num
mber. Regardinng the currentt data
transferring data
transfer standdards in the space industry [8],
[ the MW sw
witch
processor cann achieve the required
r
data throughput onnly in
target topologgies (parallell MW switchh architecture or a
combination of
o the pipelineed-parallel arcchitecture).
The third architecturall requiremennt is flexibiliity –
c
on of
highly confiigurable portts for the communicatio
different deviice types connnected to the SCAN.
S
It is importtant to note thhat more MW
W switch proceessors
connected to the network also providee higher reliaability
s
and scalabilityy of the compplete satellite system.

Fig. 2. Blocck diagram off an ASIC midddleware switch.
The hierarchical view of
o the MW sw
witch processsor is
m
groupps: communiccation
divided into three main modular
ports, commuunication linkks and a conntrol unit (CP
PU –
Central Proceessor Unit). The
T basic bloock diagram of
o the
implemented MW switchh processor is representeed in
munication poorts are conneected via a sw
witch
Fig. 1. Comm
matrix or via DMA (directt memory access) channels [10].
m
can be realized as a serial (one bit
b to
The switch matrix
one bit comm
munication) orr parallel (32 bit package to 32
bit package communicatio
c
D
channells are
n) one. The DMA
configured to transfer data
d
between ports and main
m
conttroller. The sw
witch
memory throough a CPU memory
matrix is conntrolled by thee CPU (Leon22) in real-timee and
may be used to connect hiigh speed porrts directly to each
other. Furtheermore, one link of the switch matrrix is
connected to a DMA channnel to allow data traffic too and

m the memoryy. The CPU m
may communiccate with eachh
from
port,, switch matrrix and DMA
A controller to
o monitor andd
contrrol their conffiguration, datta traffic and
d flow controll.
The processor reaads the messsage topic ideentifier (TID)),
m
and, aafter processin
ng in softwaree,
direcctly from a message
gives a correspondding instructioon to the swittch matrix andd
prov
vides correct data
d traffic [1].
Siimple synchroonous serial ports (SSSP or S3P) aree
using
g a switch maatrix for data transfer. Datta are bufferedd
in th
he FIFO buffeers, where eacch port has on
ne FIFO buffeer
for received
r
dataa and anotherr FIFO bufferr for the dataa
whicch will be sent. This cconcept provides differennt
netw
work protoccol implementations (p
point-to-pointt,
multticast, broadcast). Becausee of the requ
uired messagee
lengtth, implementted FIFO bufffers are 2x4k bytes per S3P
P
port,, what requires more area.
Th
he UART porrts are using D
DMA channelss and the AHB
B
processor bus to transfer
t
data between ports and externaal
mory (in Fig. 2 an externaal memory lin
nk is shown)).
mem
Befo
ore the transmission of messages from
f
externaal
mem
mory to any deestination devvice starts, all messages andd
destiination configguration may bbe manipulated by the CPU
U.
Th
he MW switcch processor hhas the integrrated hardwaree
flow
w control. As
A there are different communicationn
proto
ocols, softwarre flow contrrol needs to be
b recognizedd
and handled by poort logic. Theerefore, devicees are sendingg
w control com
mmands thro
ough the MW
W
or reeceiving flow
switcch to avoid retransmissions or data lo
osses. This is
helpfful at differennt transmissioon speeds to avoid
a
FIFO or
o
DMA
A buffer overfflows.
Th
he implementted MW swittch uses a un
niform internaal
proto
ocol in order to
t provide sim
mple switchable connections
betw
ween differentt devices. Thhe internal communicationn
proto
ocol is based on the S3P pprotocol and therefore S3P
P
portss have very simple protoocol converteers. To allow
w
diffeerent device tyypes to be connnected on thee same UART
T
port pin, the UART protoocol converttor must bee
conffigurable, whaat provides reqquired flexibility.
Th
he CPU conntrol of a S3P port is done throughh
conffiguration registers connected on the APB
A
processoor
bus. The CPU cann configure thhe switch mattrix, to initiatee
w
data transfer throough the switch matrix, to send flow
a to start or
o
contrrol commandds to the exteernal device and
stop data transferr from port too the external device. From
m
her side, the S3P port caan initiate thee interrupts inn
anoth
diffeerent cases – FIFO is fu
full, detected flow controol
sequ
uence on inputt etc. The UAR
RT port is con
ntrolled by thee
CPU
U through AP
PB processor bus, where the CPU cann
defin
ne in which mode
m
the protoocol converto
or will be. Thee
DMA
A controllers are set by thhe CPU in orrder to controol
data traffic.
urther implem
mented funcctions are a debug unitt,
Fu
prog
grammable tim
mers, pulse ggenerators, an
nd counters as
well as scan chainns and built-iin-self-test (B
BIST) featuress.
he MW switch is also impplemented the EDAC (erroor
In th
detecction and correction) block between memoryy
contrroller and exxternal memoory device. The
T
EDAC is
based on Hsiao [9]
[ coding scheme and it is possible too
detecct and correctt one bit error and to detectt two bit errors
without correctionn.
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The system complexity of the middleware switch
processor requires the analysis and classification of
different architecture approaches which are used in the
development process. The comparison of architecture
approaches is based on four parameters. Classification of
the analyzed architectures is done by answering the
question - which effects can each part of the architecture
have on the following parameters:
1. Implementation limits of data port transmitter/
receiver;
2. Implementation limits of internal MW switch
processor data transfer system;
3. Number of data port types;
4. CPU resources and data traffic dependability;
5. CPU direct protocol conversion option.
Implementation limit of data port transmitter / receiver
(ILTR) is the parameter that shows the possibility of the
data transmitter or receiver architecture to be implemented
on an ASIC chip. Example: Hardware realization of
protocol convertors on receiving or transmitting side may
require more hardware resources. Implementation limit is
presented in percents and can be mathematically described
as a relation between area required just for the standard
cells (Pstd) and area required for the standard cells after
routing (Proute), related to equation (1). If the ILTR
parameter is above 50%, it is recognized as a violation.
P
(1)
ILTR = std × 100 %.
Proute
In order to explain the above mentioned parameter, we
can discuss this effect, presented in Fig. 3. The area before
routing is presented in Fig. 3(a). The cells are forming the
minimum required area. After routing, the occupied area
increases because of the routing resources. The routing
resources are technology dependable (more routing layers
- more saved silicon area).

Fig. 3. Implementation limit of an ASIC digital system:
(a) occupied silicon area before routing, (b) occupied
silicon area after routing.
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An implementation limit of internal MW switch
processor data transfer system (ILTS) is the parameter that
shows the ability to implement an internal data
communication digital system between different data
ports. The multiplexer is a building component of the MW
switch internal data transfer system. Example:
Implementation of switch matrix can be done in two
different ways – serial and parallel internal data transfer.
Implementation limit of internal data transfer system is
calculated in the same way as ILTR parameter and
presents the relation between area required for
multiplexers (Pmux) and area required for multiplexers after
routing (Proute), as it is described in equation (2). If the
ILTS parameter is above 50%, it is recognized as a
violation.
P
(2)
ILTS = mux × 100 %.
Proute
Number of data port types (PT) is the parameter that
shows how many different devices with different protocols
can be connected to the network. Example: The MW
switch implementation with only S3P protocol has one
data port type and cannot transfer data from the
commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) devices with UART
interface [7].
CPU resources and data traffic dependability (DTD)
shows how data traffic is organized. Example: Data
transfer process can be realized through special defined
lines (switch matrix) or by using the CPU resources as
APB or AHB bus.
CPU direct protocol conversion option (PCO) is the
parameter that shows how many protocol versions are
supported per data port type. Example: Usage of different
COTS devices connected on the SCAN system e.g. data
transfer on sensor – actuator net. The UART port can
provide up to five different serial protocol types: without
framing, begin and end of the message, terminated end of
message, timing gap framing and header message
recognition.
III. ARCHITECTURAL APPROACHES
The development process of completely new hardware
from scratch requires a more detailed analysis. This is
done in order to provide required reliability for satellites
systems and better recognition of possible designing errors
which increases the chip production price.
In order to test the capabilities and the functionality of
the SCAN system, it was required to have enough
communication ports. Before a detailed analysis, it was
considered to use 32 communication ports. As there are
two data port types (S3P and UART) and it is possible to
connect them on the three different data transfer types
(serial switch matrix, parallel switch matrix and DMA),
we need to analyze throughputs of potential combinations.
Table 1 represents estimated data throughputs for
different data port types (S3P, UART) connected on
different data transfer types (serial switch matrix, parallel
switch matrix and DMA) for only one message (1 kByte)
and empty FIFOs. The S3P ports are designed as a high
speed link up to 50 Mbits/s and in this estimation for the
UART port is used baud rate of 115.2 kbit/s. From the data
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throughput taable -Table 1, it is possible to see how a slow
UART port connected onn a DMA controller has better
b
D
results than a fast S3P port connected on a DMA
controller. Thherefore, S3P port can be connected juust on
the switch matrix
m
data transfer
t
type in order to save
processor ressources. We can
c also see from
f
the tablee that
the parallel switch
s
data transfer type can provide doouble
faster data trransfer, comppared to the serial switch data
transfer type.. The UART
T port can bee connected on
o all
three data trannsfer types. The
T time (percent) of AHB usage
u
per one messsage transmisssion (from/too one UART
T port
to/from externnal memory) is
i estimated att 100MHz.

4. CPU resourcces are not criitically affecteed in this casee,
because thee CPU controols just the serial switchh
matrix. All other BUS connections are free foor
software usaage.
he processor cannot channge the data which are inn
Th
traffi
fic. The CPU can
c control jusst the data desstination.

TABLE 1: DATA
A THROUGHPUT FOR
F
PORT AND DA
ATA TRANSFER TYPES
T
.
Max poort
speedd
[Mbit//s]

Message
delay time
[us]

AHB usage
A
per msg.
[us]

AHB usage
per msg.
[%
%]

0

S3P + serial switch
s

100

248.6

0

S3P + parallel switch

100

166.7

0

0

S3P + DM
MA

100

166.8

20.48

122.5

UART + seriall switch

0.1155

89.320

0

0

UART + paralleel switch

0.1155

89.238

0

0

UART + DMA

0.1155

89.238

20.48

0..02

This sectioon of the papper gives a more
m
detailedd and
system orientted view of the central com
mponent of a SCAN
S
satellite system, what thhe MW swittch presents. The
discussion is presented ussing four diffferent architecctures
p types andd data
based on the combinationss of transfer port
port types:
a) SM32 – architecturee realized wiith 32 serial S3P
ports, Leeon2 CPU andd a serial swittch matrix;
b) SM16UM
M16 – archiitecture realizzed with 16 S3P
ports annd 16 UART ports all connnected throuugh a
serial sw
witch matrix and
a Leon2 CPU
U;
c) SM16UD
DMA16 – architecture
a
realized withh 16
UART, 16 S3P and Leon2
L
CPU where
w
S3P ports are
s
matrixx and
communnicating throuugh a serial switch
UART ports are communicatin
c
ng through DMA
D
controlleers;
d) SM6UD
DMA8 – archiitecture with a reduced nuumber
of ports and the same strategy as thhe architecturee c).
A. SM32 Architecture
A
The archittecture is bassed on the S3P
S
type of serial
protocol and it is representted in Fig. 4. System consists of
m
the CPU (Leoon2) as a conttrol unit, the serial switch matrix
for controlledd direction of data
d traffic annd 32 S3P portts.
If we go through
t
definned parameterrs for architecctural
analysis, the results
r
we get are the follow
wing:
1. Implemeentation limiits of data port transm
mitter/
receiverr are not in riisk for this tyype of architeecture
because of the simplee protocol convvertors;
mits of interrnal MW sw
witch
2. Implemeentation lim
processoor data transfeer system in thhis case are crritical
because of the serial switch matrixx which consists of
UX) and big FIFO bufferss. For
the multtiplexers (MU
the 32 S3P
S ports, we need
n
64 FIFO
O buffers;
3. The num
mber of data port
p types is onne, because we
w can
connect just one tyype of devicees based on S3P
protocoll;

Figg. 4. Block diaagram of SM32.
B. SM16UM166 Architecture
Th
he architecturre, described in this sectio
on, consists of
o
16 S3P
S
ports, 166 UARTS, C
CPU (Leon2), two reducedd
seriaal switch mattrices – one for the S3P ports and thee
second for the UA
ART ports. Innstead of S3P
P port conceptt,
U
port has
h five differrent programm
mable protocool
the UART
conv
verters (1. Noo framing, 2. B
Begin of messsage – end of
o
messsage protocol,, 3. Character terminated sttring, 4. Timeegapss, 5. Header/m
message lenggth) to suppo
ort the COTS
S
devicces connectedd to the netwoork, where thee CPU can seet
and control all protocol
p
param
meters. The architecture
a
is
repreesented in Figg. 5.

Fig. 5.. Block diagraam of SM16UM16.
Th
he results after defined paraameter analysiis:
1. Implementattion limit oof data portt transmitterr/
receiver is 50%
5
worse foor this type of
o architecturee
because of the complex protocol convertors of
o
o
UART data ports comprissing a half off data ports of
the whole syystem;
2. Implementattion limit oof internal MW switchh
processor data
d
transfer system is still critical –
instead of onne big serial sswitch matrix
x there are twoo
of them. Thhe number off FIFO bufferrs is the samee
(64). Compaared to the SM
M32 architectu
ure, the routingg
resources are relaxed - thhe occupied silicon
s
area is
the same;
3. The number of data port ttypes is increased from onee
to two;

Petrovic et al.: Implementaation of Middlleware Switchh ASIC Processsor
U resources and
a the data traffic dependaability
4. The CPU
are not affected. All data transferss are done thrrough
o the
the serial switch maatrix without using any of
CPU datta transfer resources;
5. For thiss architecturaal approach, it is possibble to
control directly the protocol coonversion onn the
S
UART ports which is enough foor the first SCAN
tests.
UDMA16 Architecture
C. SM16U
The SM166UDMA16 architecture
a
is representeed in
Fig. 6. It consists of 16 S33P ports, 16 UART
U
ports, and
a a
t S3P data transfer, 4 DMA
D
serial switch matrix for the
m one
controllers annd a transfer port for data transfer from
data port typee to another.

Fig.. 6. Block diaggram of SM166UDMA16.
The analyssis of the SM
M16UDMA16 architecture based
b
on defined paarameters is ass follows:
1. Implemeentation lim
mit of data port transm
mitter/
receiverr is the sam
me as in preeviously discuussed
architectture;
2. Implemeentation lim
mit of internnal MW sw
witch
processoor data transfer system iss not criticall any
more – there is onee serial switcch matrix witth 32
fo the S3P porrts;
FIFOs for
3. The num
mber of data port
p types is the same as in
i the
previouss version (the SM16UM16 architecture);
4. CPU resources are affected
a
but not
n critically.. The
f the data traffic
t
DMA coontroller usess AHB BUS for
betweenn memory conntroller and UA
ART ports;
5. Control protocol connversion is performed
p
byy the
U
ports.
CPU dirrectly on the UART
D. SM6UD
DMA8 Architeecture
The SM6U
UDMA8 archiitecture is a reduced
r
versioon of
the SM16UD
DMA16 archittecture due too reducing thee area
and costs of thhe chip fabriccation.
IV. ARCHITEECTURE ANALLYSIS
After havinng analyzed the
t first archittecture, the SM32,
new ideas weere opened foor a better harrdware realizaation.
The first ideaa was the moodification of the switch matrix
m
approach to provide
p
a bettter implementtation processs. The
second point was based on
o reducing thhe area, provviding
j S3P) and the option to have
more data porrt types (not just
different and programmablle protocol connverters.
Two switcch matrix typees were propoosed – a seriaal and
parallel type.. The post-syynthesis resullts of both sw
witch
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matrrix types havee shown critical differencess in power andd
area estimation, as it is presenteed in Table 2. Therefore, inn
h
used oonly a seriall switch typee
the design we have
mplementationn results.
regarrding better im
TABLE 2: POW
WER AND AREA E
ESTIMATION FOR
R SERIAL AND
PARALLEL SWIITCH TYPE.
Serial S
Switch
Pa
arallel Switch
Pow
wer [mW]
1.2886
7.911
Areea [um2]
2009..904
33974.640

As one of the most important parameters
p
–
impllementation liimit of internnal MW swiitch processoor
data transfer systtem was viollated in both
h architectures
(SM32 and SM166UM16), it waas clear that a new solutionn
was needed to be implemented.. The first onee was based onn
APB BUS or AHB
A
BUS) foor
largeer CPU resourrces usage (A
the data
d
transfer in
i order to rellax the serial switch matrixx
impllementation and
a
the numbber of FIFOss. The secondd
soluttion was the option
o
to transsfer data from
m one data porrt
type to another.
n the architeccture SM16UDMA16, the serial switchh
In
matrrix implemeentation probblem was resolved byy
intro
oducing DMA
A (Direct Meemory Accesss) controllerrs
[10].. The DMA controller
c
proovides data trransfer from a
port to the memoory in a receeiving mode and from thee
mory to a porrt in a transm
mitting mode through AHB
B
mem
BUS
S and a mem
mory controlller. The anallysis of CPU
U
resou
urces, made by
b our tests, hhas shown thaat the usage of
o
the AHB
A
bus is about
a
50% witthout DMA controllers
c
in a
norm
mal processorr operation m
mode. Becausee of the slow
w
UAR
RT ports, the data transferr through DM
MA controllerrs
and the AHB bus doesn’t havve a critical impact
i
on thee
U resources as it was shown in Table 1.
CPU
TABLLE 3: SUMMARIZZED DEPENDENC
CES OF DIFFEREN
NT APPROACHES.
Arrchitecture
SM16U
U
SM6U
SM32 SM16UM
M16
DMA16
6
DMA8
Pa
arameter
ILTR
ILTS
PT
DTD
PCO

0%
Viol.
V
1
N
NO
N
NO

0%
Viol.
2
NO
YES

50%
50%
OK
OK
2
2
YES (AH
HB) YES (AHB)
YES
YES

After parameterr results analyysis of all arcchitectures, wee
s
results, which aare shown in Table
T
3. From
m
can summarize
the information
i
prrovided in Taable 3, it is po
ossible to notee
the dependence
d
between archittectural appro
oaches and thee
required parametters of desiggn. It is also
o possible too
comp
pare parameters, as power and area, after
a
synthesis
process of different architecctural approacches what is
c
o
of
repreesented in Tabble 4. Resultss are without calculations
poweer consumptions of FIFO
O buffers, pro
ocessor caches
and IO pads. Thiis is done in order to com
mpare only thee
resullts of the impllemented logicc.
Iff the design iss based on thee S3P port, th
he area will bee
bigger because of the FIIFO bufferss which aree
S3P port, thee UART porrt
impllemented. Insstead of an S
based architecturee requires a sm
maller area butt higher poweer
conssumption.
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TABLE 4: POWER AND AREA CONSUMPTIONS OF ALL ARCHITECTURES.
Architecture
Parameter
Area [mm2]
Power Consumption [mW]

SM32 SM16UM
16

SM16U
DMA16

SM6U
DMA8

65

59.73

54.14

34.6

745.48

905.48

1195.56

755.04

The implemented MW Switch processor architecture
(SM6UDMA8), after production, packaging and bonding
is presented in Fig. 8.

As the SM6UDMA8 architecture is a reduced version of
the SM16UDMA16 and fulfills all requirements for SCAN
system tests, it is chosen for implementation.
V. IMPLEMENTATION
Technology used for MW switch implementation is
SGB25IHP [6] technology because of the future planed
implementation in radiation hardened IHP SGB25RH
technology.
The implemented functionality of the S3P ports is based
on using a serial switch matrix for data transfer. Data is
buffered in FIFOs, where each port has one FIFO for data
receiving and another FIFO for data sending. This concept
provides different network protocol implementations
(point-to-point, multicast, broadcast). Because of the
required message length, implemented FIFOs are 2x4k
bytes per S3P port. From another side, the UART ports are
using DMA channels and the AHB processor bus to
transfer data between ports and external memory.
The measurement results of the MW switch processor in
the nominal temperature, voltage and process conditions
are provided in Table 5. As we can see, the estimated
power consumption presented in Table 4, is about 25%
different. This difference is related to the worst case
parasitic effects used for estimation during the chip
development and production.

Fig. 8. The MW Switch processor after bonding and
packaging.
VI. CONCLUSION
As the MW switch is the main part of a SCAN system,
the analysis of different architectures and their
classification in order to provide the best solution have
been described in this paper. The chip is fabricated at IHP
where all the required functionality tests have been
successfully performed. Further system tests after
integration of the complete SCAN system will be done in
DLR. Future work will be based on the radiation hardened
implementation of the MW switch processor with fault
tolerant techniques in order to provide sufficient
reliability. It is planned to use the IHPSGB13 (130nm)
process to implement more communication ports and to
increase data throughput.

TABLE 5: MEASUREMENT RESULTS OF MW SWITCH PROCESSOR.
SM6UDMA8
Implemented Architecture
Parameter
Maximal Frequency [MHz]
Power Consumption [mW]
Maximal Operating Temperature[ºC]
Power Supply [V]
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105.4
537
49.07
2.5

During measurements we have provided the
temperature analysis of the processor in order to find the
potential “hot points”. The results of thermal analysis are
presented in Fig. 7. We can see that the MW switch
processor has an almost uniform temperature distribution.
Maximal temperature differences are less than ± 2 ºC.

Fig. 7. Thermal analysis of MW switch during
operation in nominal conditions.
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